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Closed Captioning of the ceremonies may be accessed at www.fau.edu/closedcaptioning.
Florida Atlantic University was established by an act of the Florida Legislature in 1961 and opened its doors to students in 1964. In addition to its original 850-acre campus in Boca Raton, the University has campuses in Dania Beach, Davie, Fort Lauderdale, Jupiter and Fort Pierce.

FAU’s ethnically diverse population includes more than 30,000 students and 1,000 full- and part-time faculty members. The University’s 10 colleges—the Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters, the College of Business, the College of Education, the College of Engineering and Computer Science, the Graduate College, the Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College, the Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine, the Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing, the Charles E. Schmidt College of Science and the College of Social Work and Criminal Justice—offer 96 bachelor’s, 74 master’s, 3 specialist’s and 25 doctoral degrees. To date, the University has awarded 227,616 degrees to more than 192,000 alumni.

In December 1967, FAU was elected to regular membership in the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. At that time, the Commission on Higher Education of the Southern Association granted full accreditation to all of the University’s programs. In accordance with Association regulations, this accreditation was reaffirmed in 1972, 1982, 1992, 2002 and 2013.
Stacy A. Volnick, Ph.D., was unanimously approved by the FAU Board of Trustees as interim president on Sept. 19, 2022, and confirmed by the Florida Board of Governors on Nov. 9, 2022.

Dr. Volnick is responsible for the operation and administration of the entire University within the framework of policies provided by the Board of Trustees in keeping with the laws of the State of Florida and the Board of Governors. She makes recommendations for policies and decisions that will enable the University to run smoothly and effectively at all levels. She also collaborates with the Board of Trustees and other stakeholders to determine priorities and accomplish the many objectives of the University.

In addition to her role as interim president, Dr. Volnick serves as an affiliate clinical professor for the Department of Educational Leadership and Research Methodology in the College of Education.

Previously, Dr. Volnick served as chief operating officer and vice president for administrative affairs. In this role, Dr. Volnick provided oversight for the university’s administrative and operational units including Public Safety, Facilities Management, Environmental Health & Safety, Human Resources, Business Services, Emergency Management, Board of Trustee Operations, President’s Office Operations, the Eleanor R. Baldwin House presidential residence, Real Estate Development, the University Ombudsman, as well as the Offices of the Inspector General and University Compliance. She also served as interim vice president for institutional advancement, interim vice president for financial affairs and chief financial officer, interim oversight over public affairs, and interim inspector general.

A three-time Owl and a proud first-generation college graduate, Dr. Volnick received her bachelor’s degree in communication and her master’s and doctoral degrees in educational leadership from Florida Atlantic. She became a member of the University’s administrative staff in 1991 and has more than 30 years of experience in higher education administration.
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**Program**

**Processional**
- FAU Brass Ensemble
- Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
- Director of Bands

**Presiding**
- Dr. Kimberly Dunn, University Marshal

**Presentation of the Colors**
- Boca Raton Police Department Honor Guard

**Music**
- “The Star Spangled Banner”
- FAU Brass Ensemble
- Dr. Mitchell Hutchings, Baritone
- Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
- Director of Bands

**Welcome and Remarks**
- Dr. Stacy A. Volnick, President

**Faculty Marshals**
- **College of Business**
  - Dr. Soyoung Park, Undergraduate Marshal
  - Dr. Ann Root, Undergraduate Marshal
- **College of Education**
  - Dr. Charles Dukes, Undergraduate Marshal
  - Dr. Paul Peluso, Undergraduate Marshal
  - Ms. Kelly Steele, Graduate Marshal
- **College of Engineering and Computer Science**
  - Dr. Fred Bloetscher, Undergraduate Marshal
  - Dr. Francisco Presuel-Moreno, Graduate Marshal
- **Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College**
  - Dr. Miguel Vázquez, Undergraduate Marshal

**Conferral of the Degrees**
- Dr. Stacy A. Volnick, President
- Dr. Russell Ivy, Interim Provost
- Dr. Robert W. Stackman Jr., Graduate College Dean

**College of Business**
- Undergraduate Students
- Dr. Daniel M. Gropper, Dean

**College of Education**
- Dr. Stephen Silverman, Dean

**College of Engineering and Computer Science**
- Dr. Stella Batalama, Dean

**Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College**
- Dr. Justin Perry, Dean

**Announcing the Candidates**
- **College of Business**
  - Dr. William “Patch” Paczkowski, Instructor
- **College of Education**
  - Dr. E. Andrew Brewer, Assistant Dean
- **College of Engineering and Computer Science**
  - Dr. Daniel Meeroof, Professor and Interim Dean of Undergraduate Studies
- **Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College**
  - Dr. Rachel Luria, Associate Dean

**Alma Mater**
- FAU Brass Ensemble
- Dr. Mitchell Hutchings, Baritone
- Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
- Director of Bands

**Recessional**
- FAU Brass Ensemble
- Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
- Director of Bands
College of BUSINESS

UNDERGRADUATES

Dean Daniel M. Gropper

Bachelor of Business Administration

Nicolas Hartmut Adolphy
Maximiliano Ahumada Valdovinos**
Carlos Davon Allen
Alba Gabriela Alvarez Medina
Samar Ariana Antepara
Mateo Arango
Abdiel Arauz
Brian Christopher Archer
Lauren Nicole Ashley**
Tyra Danielle Attulien*
Ellena Jane Tuoho Austin
Devin Edward Autrey*
Mary Angela Avant
Brian Avila
Dean Badger
Pamela A. Baglio
Maria Jose Ballestas Franco**
Oori Bar
Meir Zev Barber*
Daniel Michelle Barham*
Brian Scott Bednarz
Alice Belanovski
Dasia Alicia Bell
Juliana Helena Bell
Tiffani Bennett
Justin Alexander Benson
Marcelith L. Bernal
Elijah C. Billups
Finance Bonheur
Emma Dorothy Bookspan
Elizabeth Borroto*
Sidi Mohamed Amine Boukil
Adriana Leigh Bowen
Alexander Nicholas Bowers
Chayse Annette Bradley**
Jeremiah Bravo
Bien Thuy Bui*
Maiya Leigh Burns***
Hillary Stephanie Bush
Christopher Madison Carbo
Brandon Cardenas
David Nicholas Cardenas
Kevin Carlin
Jesenia Carmona Matos
Kayla Ann Carter
Carla Cervoni-Fañan*
Guillermo Andres Chabusa
Kristen Angela Cifelli*
Seamus Patrick
Coffey-Gallagher
Jeffrey Cohick*
John Coleman
Zyaun Coleman
Isaiah D. Coley
Ariana Isabel Cordero Ayala
Necole Renae Cox Thomas
Isabella Ann Cozza
Chantal Marie Cruz
Natasha Cuellar
Celeste Nichole Cunningham
Jordan Richard Curtis
Patrick Dadailie Jr.
Lauren E. Daigle
Candace Keturah Dale
Andrew Tyler Damico
Jake Michael Danduone*
Sarah T. De Souza Coelho*
Marc Alexander DeGusipe
Anthony Dominic DeJulio
Juan Cayro Delgado
Casey Ann Delisser
Katherine Delva
Patrick Denis
Jonathan Dietz
Kye William Dixon
Jesse Lee Dolan*
Tyler Scott Dorent
Kevin Thomas Dorrian
Daphney Dorsainvil
Alexander D. Drayer
Steven Duca
Jeffka Dumilor
Sergio Duque
Tina Edwards
Victoria J. Einkauf**
Clement Yves Robert Emanuely**
Dylan Jeffrey Eskow
Pablo Espinoza**
Jenny Nahaby Estrada
Erika Faggiano*
Bolarinwa O. Fakanbi
Jonathan Feinberg
Adeliz Marie Feliciano**
Justin Isaiah Fernandez
Kirkland Festa
Diana C. Filip**
Christopher Todd Ford
Juan Fortich
Christian James Franklin
Rachel Marie Freehauf
Matthew R. Freemant**
Ryan Andre Gabignaud**
Casey Nichol Gale
Alissa Garcia
Javier A. Garcia
Demetri Jon Gayle
Charmant Jordan Gelin
Antoine Genov*
Aaron Gensollen
Danielle Alexis Gerlach
Nora Teresa Ghall*
Daniella Genna Golubchik
Martin Gonzalez
Rene David Gonzalez
Santiago Gonzalez
Jessie Guadalupe Gonzalez
Theresine*
Addison Nicole Gordon
Dylan Lee Gorno
Caroline Olivia Goss
Mary Jo Graß**
Noah Patrick Graziano
Caroline Elizabeth Greathouse**
Cort Daniel Green
Savannah Sapphire Greene*
Dylan Timothy Gregory
Shannan Urania Grunewald
Rachel Guibert*
Javier Eduardo Gurdian
Jessica Lynn McLaughlin
Haddix
Austin Anthony Hamawy*
Myeeka Zoey Hammond
Ron Hampton
Daniella Lynn Hanenian
Kaitlyn B. Hansel
Kesona S. Hanson**
Daniel Harris
Constance T. Hart
Ian Alexander Hathaway
Kyle James Henderson
Gabrielle Susan Hernandez
Ashton Dale Hillard
Michael Vincent Hillier
Jenna Lynn Hinson*
Nicole Hogan
John Noah Hogue
Kathleen Marie Howard
Nguyen Huynh*
Ali Ibrahim
Madeline Margaret Iskra
Jacqueline Florence Jablon**
Jordan Romel Jackson
Joel Kodunthara Jacob
Jayson D. Jahn
Alexis Marie James*

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Bachelor of Business Administration (continued)

Angela Catalina Jara
Anne Jennifer Jean-Jacques
Quinn Ryan Johnson
Aliya Nicolette Johnston
Joshua James Johnston
Brett Cannon Jordan
Juvens Dave Joseph
Parker Elizabeth Joseph
Kayla Leigh Kaczor
Paulette Kenagen
Yash Raj Khosla
Matthew James King
Nanoule Koko
Filip Krolo
Paige Elizabeth Kuerze
Chase R. Kyzar
Luis Alejandro La Riva
Victoria Lafata
Sofia Grace LaFauci
Pui Kuen Annie Lau
Kristy Anna Le
Raya Alexis Levine
Alexandria Little
Yonghui Liu
Sebastian Lizarazo
Chelsie G. Lopez
Efrain Lopez
Damian Lora Jr.
Guadalupe Violeta
Maicaio
Carlos Maeda
Olivia Jeanne Maltrotti
Jamie Maymon
Justin Jameson McLean
Connor Patrick McQuire
Noah H. Medalie
Julian Cesar Medina
Jason Mejia
Mauricio E. Miranda
Nicole Mojena
Joel Mojica
Emily Brianna Morell
D’angelo R. Mullings
Jake Navon
Orry Daniel Nelson
Damaris Newcomb
Dymond Jenee
Newman-Jamison
Alexander Stephen Nguyen
Patrick Nicolas
James Nieporte
Jason Noel
Kinnetha Norwood
Terrance Obile
Scarlett L. Obrian
Cayla Elaine Oliphant
Michael Andre Orellana
Esteban Orozco
Yaneidy Ors
Diego Francisco Ortega
Valentina Ospina Martinez
Nicolas Pardo
Akash Patel
Phillip W. Payas
Maria Gabriela Pazmino
Brandon Perez
Selena Anna Perez
Julius Perez Marin
John Anthony Perrone
Chase Perry
Daniel J. Petit
Mackenzie C. Phillips
Jaden Michel Pierre
Redens Pierre
Pedro Vinicios Pinheiro
de Morais
Crystal Renae Pittman
Ashley Delore Platt
Carson Haven Pohl
Joseph Ponio
Isabella Sofia Porcela
Christopher Jorge Prado
Isabella Braga Quaresma
Charlotte Arruda Qvist
Ian Ramirez
Ti’ana C. Raysor
Maya Alyse Reinhold
Sofia Elizabeth Rejas
Miguelando Abraham
Reviere
Aaron Paul Richards
Jacob Elijah
Richmond-Santiago
Hayden Howard Rigdon
Oriana Carolina Rivas
Ashton M. Rodrick
Alexis Rodrigo Rojas
Paola Andrea Rojas
Roberto Milton Romolero
Dylan Rothstein
Montana Elizabeth Rowland
Jared Maxwell Rubin
Carlos Ruiz
Mei Ryan
Paige Elizabeth Saiz
Jasmine G. Salazar
Nalbacha Salvador
Alessa Sansom
Trenton Le Schallow
Natasha Hannah Sewnarine
Jackson Lukas Shelton
Giuliano Siliquini
Tyler Eugene Smith
Robert Perry Smithwick III
Mehive Sobh
Gabriela Lucia Sordo
Jonathan William Soto
Axel Heinrich Sprinkmoller
Jordan Mckinsey Stevens
Alexa Strauss
Kollin L. Stuart
Maximilien Sturdza
Zoe Korin Suhr
Brianna Sylfont
Haley Elizabeth Taaffe
Mohammad Tamjid
Marcus Elias Tapia
Tristan Alexander
Taylor-Sommovigo
Diego Tenorio
Valentina Valentinova
Terzieva
Haley Marie Thomas
Malachi UB Thomas
Madelyn Tiefenbach
Janine Asha Sawh Tiwari
Daniela Torres
Regina Torres Mendoza
Thao X. Tran
Ethan Le Trieu
Erick Christopher Tubbs
Jacob Tubelli
Giovanna Lucia Ulaszek
Debra Javiera Urbina
Shahmeer Usman
Sol Alexa Valdez
Wyatt William Van Fleet
Matthew Thomas
Vanzusakirk
Branden T. VanNess
Stephanie Michelle
Velazquez
Alexander Antoine Violot
Quynh-Dao Tu Vuong
John Robert Wachter
Kimberley L. Ward
Alec John Wasko
Chatrea’L Latia Waters
Michael James Wentworth
Kevin Michael Wessels
Kaylee Logan White
Abigail Elizabeth Wilcox
Lorynn Michelle Winburn
Mark Alexander Winters
Nicholas Wojcieszek
Reese W. Wyatt
Constantinos Xipolitidis
Isabelle Ann Young
Robert Humes Younge
Yun Yue
David Zagury
Cindy Milagros
Zeron-Cifuentes
Lucas Landon Zimmerman
Katherine Zuniga Mayorga

Bachelor of General Studies

Madison Barlow
Kristopher Robert Belizaire
Christopher Alan Brisson
Zachary D.W. Burton
Marina Cabrera
Ariana Chavez Sanoja
Victor Martin Clanzy
Victoria Elizabeth Dolen
Daphney Alexis Ducatel
Tatyana Faustin
Jack Ryan Gibney
Daniel Har
Michael Tyler Johnson
Mirielle Joseph
Hanen Fathi Khalil
William Cole Kruse
Nolan Lamontagne
Suling Liu
Bryce Samuel Lockerson
Mark Ludwig
Robert A. Madrid
SJ Magnusson-Hickey
Kaleb Kolton McCarty
Abigayle M. Michalski
Vardan V. Mikirtychev
Christopher Murphy
Alexander J. Perfetto
Eliana Robillard
David Arthur Sciorrino
Dana Marie Ventrice
Anthony Rhied White II
Reshard Young

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF HEALTH SERVICES

Megan Brekke  
Sophonie Charles  
Khela Oshnae Conserve*  
Jaden Nathaniel Craft  
Connor Dittmer  
Daijah D’andrea Downey  
Daniela Sofia Garcia*

Nerline Hilaire  
Sidney Princess Jean-Louis*  
Joceline Jean-Philippe*  
Eli Gerald Joseph  
Vishnie Joseph  
Alexandra Jordan Luongo  
Wardley Lytus  
Melissa L. Mabson*  
Lukinda Marc  
Larry S. McCammon III  
Shareece A. Nozary**  
Holley Ann Peluso*  
Megan Brekke  
Sophonie Charles  
Khela Oshnae Conserve*  
Jaden Nathaniel Craft  
Connor Dittmer  
Daijah D’andrea Downey  
Daniela Sofia Garcia*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Connor David Anderson  
Jonathan Kain  
Anna Viktorovna Lisanti***  
Benjamin Chase Turel Major  
Joseph Kevin Nickerson***  
Twila Mae Rhoden  
Alyssa Gillian Burgos Tan  
Alexa Vera Quesquen  
Samuel White  
Meenal R. Rathod  
Trinity Talia Dola Smith  
Samantha Spaide  
Grace Joy Sumner*  
Tamara Sydne  
Makayla Adora Whittaker

---

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Dean Stephen Silverman

Doctor of Philosophy

Diana Fedderman
Rebecca Ellen Goldstein
Aaron Kyle Hackman
Juan M. Izaguirre Pena
Joshua A. Katz
Laura Aileen Mooney
Elena Gabriela Steadham

Education Specialist

Lisa Anne Baber
Emmanuel Castillo
Ariel Zully Calvo Crosby
Alicia Marie Cuttita
Emily Lauren Helfrich
Shideh Saleki
Allyson K. Weber
Holly Ann Winters

Master of Education

Angela Renee Anderson
Mary Francoise Ramos Arteiro
Stephen Anthony Bonanno
Benjamin Botero
Carlie Elaine Conrad
D’Amour Merveilleux Edwards
Courtney D. Ensor
Lennier Fernandez
Virginia Inez Frisby
Annabelle Rose Graves
Ana Guerin
Rochelle G. Hartley
Christopher Andrew Hill
Enaris Anson Inman
Jennifer Jones
Holly Megan Miller
Cameron Eugene Mizell
Almalinda Moctezuma
Natalia Marie Nash
Kelly Lynne Poppen
Marjorie Rose Rodriguez
Jodi Shaw
Jeníz Jamal Shuman Saleh
Shahina S. Tabassum
Nicholas Torres
Isabella Ashley Venezia
Breyanna Ellen Williams

Master of Science

Valentina Sofia Alfano
Beth Hannah Anchell
Elise Noelle Anderson
Taylor D. Bishop
Miranda Alyss Boheme
Ava Nicole Calabrese
Jordyn Ryan Costosa
Laura Dinsmore
Robert M. Fritz
Cheryl Beth Hardy
Emma Lee Koons
Alexis Wilhemina Louters
Elizabeth Ann Michaelson
Katrina Nugent
Bella Rose Polley
Paige Jalene Robbins
Audrey Roche
Haylie Noelle Rorbeck
Lindsay Rubenstein
Alexandra Danielle Skornia
Ashley Elyse Stept
Claudia L. Torres
Brooke Ann Wadsworth
Bachelor of Arts in Education

Kelly Lynn Brown*

Bachelor of Early Care and Education

Whitney Diane Boynton          De’Sheyla Hendrickson
Anneliese Marie Burns          Daniella De Jesus Mujica
Jennifer Falloon Francis*

Bachelor of General Studies

Lucy Hughes Arreola***          Kimberly Derose*
Ronen Barerez*                 Ariella Skye Kaplan**
Orlanda Desir Bonhomme         Gabriela C. Kouras
Elizabeth R. Cirrito**         Rachel Elizabeth LaFave
Emily K. Davis*                Christina Nikole Laganas
Tamar A. Dawes*                Aliana Isabel Maingot**
                                Ligia Maria Navarrete**
                                Shelby Lynn Ohme
                                Joseph B. Runey
                                David Jair Trebejo

Academy for Community Inclusion Certificate

Daniel Alberto Camargo          Jelani Francis Blackwood
                                McLean
                                Arthur James Penn

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
College of
ENGINEERING AND
COMPUTER SCIENCE

DEAN STELLA BATALAMA

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Prakash Ankitha Arvan  Zhabiz Gharibshah  Rahul Dev Raju
Darryl Bradley Joel Dieujuste  Syed Qasim Gilani  Harshal Amit Sanghv
Connor Shorten  Juan David Yepes

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Louay Abo Alzahab  Timothy Colville Duncan  Tasnim Anika Majumder
Ezechiel Alcitus  Md Eimran Hossain Eimon  Nicholas Jefferson Marques
Ladd Marco Brown  Alexis A. Elias Ricaurte  Andrienne Martin
Micah Brown  Steven Evan Givens  Jared Reece McFadden
Erika Cardenas  Eric Gonzalez  Giovanni Thys Michel
Sebastian Dionisio Castro  Jayisha Das Jaya  Keion Peters
Ana Julia Julia Delarme  Md Arshadul Karim  Vitor Prado Correia
Salome  Md Mahede Hasan Khan  Alberto R. Ramirez
Jose R. Delgado  Mainak Kumar Kundu

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Paul Scala  Batia Segal**

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Tolga Asrin Ozdemir

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Sergio H. Munguia Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Gustavo Ernesto Feo*  Jailene Joán Rivas
Xavier Gorriti  Juan Sanchez
Ryu Kuen Li Li  Peter Solomon
Kaytlynn Mancinelli  Nakayla Jamilah Marie
Zachary McConville  Williams
Franck Carlos Pirchiner Filho

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Conor Carl Coleman
Thiago Goncalves Vasconcelos*

Gianluca Guagliardo
Eliecer Alejandro Hernandez

Ahmed Khaled Hussein
Solomon Z. Markowitz

Steffano Daniel Martinez**
James Sean Quinapallo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Bartholdy Jacques Guitry
Alexandre Mahri Almazova

Wilmayer Emmanuel Dure
Jacob William Erwin

Fritz Denis Eugene
Karen William Frudakis*

Christopher Adam Clark***
Conor Carl Coleman

Gamalie Dulcio Haldas*
Dominick Alland Jean

Joshua Carmine Lavieri
Dukens Louis

Orion Matrix Medina*
Jonathan Matthew Mercer

Michael Ronald Merlo
Cesar Augusto Molillo

Christian Cole Nichols
Ciara E. O’Neill***

Mikenson Pierre

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Galen Holland
Brian John Jasiurkowski**

Alicia Rose Nykanen
Travis Evan Nykanen

Orlando Jose Pazos Afonso*
Febert Pierre Louis*

Sumner Roberson
Javier H. Sanchez

Claudy St Fort
Kenneth Gerald Steakin***

Elisa S. Weinberg*
Alexander S. Zambony-Mehta

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOMATICS ENGINEERING

Olivia Gail Langston
Summer Page Rhodes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCEAN ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Alejandro Gabriel Lopez
Bradley Narcisse

Ian Charles Sandquist Potamos
Sheena Williams

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
### Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bo Christopher Blackman***</td>
<td>Tyler Stuart Knott*</td>
<td>Julia Grace Perez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Elizabeth Ezzell***</td>
<td>Matthew Tyler Melton</td>
<td>Ian J. Pinkerton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christelle Jolourdes Alcinor</td>
<td>Snezana Dimova*</td>
<td>Camila Oliva**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gisselle Chavez**</td>
<td>Lillian Korinne Greenwalt</td>
<td>André Rishy Rajoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Cocito**</td>
<td>Helen H. Hong</td>
<td>Danielle Victoria Salick**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Daniela Diaz Gonzalez</td>
<td>Meghan Brianna Keough</td>
<td>Megan Marie White*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alyssa Mari-Anna Mastriano*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Procession**

FAU Brass Ensemble  
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor  
Director of Bands

**Presiding**

Dr. Kimberly Dunn, University Marshal

**Presentation of the Colors**

Boca Raton Police Department Honor Guard

**Music**

“The Star Spangled Banner”

FAU Brass Ensemble  
Dr. Mitchell Hutchings, Baritone  
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor  
Director of Bands

**Welcome and Remarks**

Dr. Stacy A. Volnick, President

**Faculty Marshals**

*Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters*  
Dr. Karen Leader, Undergraduate Marshal  
Dr. Nicole Morse, Undergraduate Marshal  
Dr. Eric Berlatsky, Graduate Marshal

*College of Business*  
Dr. Cheryl Jarvis, Graduate Marshal  
Dr. Amir Javadinia, Graduate Marshal

*College of Social Work and Criminal Justice*  
Dr. Marcheley Adam, Undergraduate Marshal  
Ms. Donna Drucker, Undergraduate Marshal  
Dr. Cassandra Atkin-Plunk, Graduate Marshal

**Conferral of the Degrees**

Dr. Stacy A. Volnick, President  
Dr. Russell Ivy, Interim Provost  
Dr. Robert W. Stackman Jr., Graduate College Dean

*Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters*  
Dr. Michael J. Horswell, Dean

*College of Business*  
Graduate Students  
Dr. Daniel M. Gropper, Dean

*College of Social Work and Criminal Justice*  
Dr. Ryan Meldrum, Associate Dean

**Announcing the Candidates**

*Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters*  
Dr. Brian McConnell, Chair and Professor

*College of Business*  
Dr. Marc Rhorer, Assistant Dean

*College of Social Work and Criminal Justice*  
Mr. Todd Hedrick, Director for Academic Programs

**Alma Mater**

FAU Brass Ensemble  
Dr. Mitchell Hutchings, Baritone  
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor  
Director of Bands

**Recession**

FAU Brass Ensemble  
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor  
Director of Bands
### DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan J. Lofaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominick John Spano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF ARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afsana Akhter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Barnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmer I. Falcon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Christine Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston Henry Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Md Abdur Rahman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamea T. Unger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF FINE ARTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palak Barmaiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Brooke Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Chitorom Chinedu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayara Machado Costa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy LeJeune Gregory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peter Joseph Lewis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Architecture

Mohamad Atef Awaleh  Frantz Andy Laedian  Masiel L. Mullen  David S. Villamil
Sherese Tashanique Dunkley  Gabriella Masso*  Daniel Villamil
Carlos J. Gutierrez

Bachelor of Arts

Mia Abed*  Esmeralda Mineya Donayre  Daniel T. Lyn  Linda Natalia Reyes**
Samantha Ray Acello  Steven Du  Nieves Macrone**  Caplo Riley
Logan Joseph Agostino  André Dutra  Grace Madeline Maher  Sadie Leanna Rivera***
Francisco Javier Aguirre  Shaileigh Francine  Gerald F. Mahfood  Dazzly Mariah Rizo
Jason Michael Akroyd  Edmondson  Nadir Manjiani  Vladimir Rodriguez
Vanessa Alexia Allen*  Daniela Escobar  Summer Alyse Markey  Siena Ruglio
Matthew Ayres-Ribeiro Altef  Ingrid Marie Evenson**  Carmen Elizabeth Martinez  Brianna May Sanford
Nicholas Patrick Anarumo  Rebekah Lynn Farmer  Nakita Martinez*  Shanequa Shadae Schrouder
Taylor Anderson*  Eunice Fleurisma  Justin Gregory Maschmidt  Madelynn James Scoppa**
Gretel Andion Garcia  Keirah Grace Louise  Sabrina Lynn Matos  Arta Shaygannik
Kellie Lynn Apple*  Fordham  Krystian C. May  Samantha Marie Sheradsky**
Nicholas Brook Azard  Haley Brianna Franques  Sydney Lee Mays  Paul Harrington Shockley
Brooke Bailey  Carrie Rachel Freed  Molly A. McAleer  Samantha Shuman
Christian Balun  Hannah Elizabeth Freehaus**  Vannia Lizbeth Mejia  Lincoln Danilo Silverio Jr.
Jill Megan Bijolle  Emma Catherine Gidlow  Keandra Angenise Mentor  Jazmine Simmons
Julian Daniel Borges  Britni Kholani Gordon  Carole Falcone Moore  Emma A. Sloan
Maria Eduarda Garutti  Kaili Celeste Ann Gorham*  Zachary James Moore  Joshua Smith
 Brandolezi*  Olivia Anna Gorka  Ethan Patrick Murray**  Jackson Robert Snyder
Spencer Grant Bratberg*  Nicole Green*  Neila Tamara Naissance  Anne Marie Ingebretsen
Andres Briceño  Brian Gregoire  Jazzmine Janay Nickerson  Staab**
Christopher Titus Briscan*  Stephanie Henriquez  Zoe Jr. Ouazana*  Nicholas James Staricha
Brandon Edward Brownstein  Santos**  Emily Grace Panico  Milberg C. Stephen
Gloria Brum**  Justin Alexander Hines  Karina Nicole Perez Diaz  Siana Summy
Alyssa V. Buday  Maggie Ann Izzo  Fabrecke Michael Pettithomme  Khariyon J. Taylor
Carmen Elizabeth Bulthuis  Chrisyndia Jean  Edwige Labastille Philogene*  Aisha Mai Thomas-Lau
Carlie Ann Buono  David Jean-Pierre  Joseph Charles Pisciotta  Francesca Dallas Thompson*
Makenzie Lynn Burke  Laura Beth Harms**  Matilda Ryan Pollard**  Cheyenne Joelyne
Tyler James Butler**  Stephanie Henriquez  Jasmijn Janay Nickerson  Thompson-Covington
Joyce Butts  Santos**  Zoe Jr. Ouazana*  Heather Marie Trevisani
Micaela Candia***  Justin Alexander Hines  Emily Grace Panico  Verga
Mason Adam Capano  Maggie Ann Izzo  Donna Noemi Paredes  Elizabet Vicente
Olivia Grace Carnicom  Chrisyndia Jean  Pierre Gerard Pasteur  Gabrielle Marie Velasco
Jessie Chapman***  David Jean-Pierre  Olivia Ann Payne  Villanueva
Sabrina Cherkouyi  Zada Arianna Johnson*  Karina Nicole Perez Diaz  Karlie Vilna
Max Andrew Cohen  Rodjoline Joseph  Gissell Perez Rojas*  Ricardo Alejandro Viteri
Samantha Ashley Cole  Isabella Johanna  Julia Marie Peters  Naissa Voltaine*
Jakob Colodny  Kaimakliotis  Fabrecke Michael Pettithomme  Blake William Vontiller
Leah A. Connelly  Sophia Louise Kasak**  Edwige Labastille Philogene*  Shamon-Haych Walters**
Jacob Vincent Costello  Brianna J. Keller  Joseph Charles Pisciotta  Nicholas Alexander Watts
Elijah Tyler Cuarezma**  Olivia Tailor Kerwin  Matilda Ryan Pollard**  Grayson Edward Vincent
Brandon James DeMarco  Emily R. Kieper  Destiny Tiara Porter  Waugh
Olivia Belle DeWitt**  Ashton S. Kroeger*  Marlon Antone Peteat Jr.  Morgan Fey Wideman
Ivett Diaz  Ryan Kuhnau  Kallyani Prakash  Daniel M. Woerner
Jovana Djoric***  Matthew R. Kurtz  Jose Rafaal Quinones**  Julianna C. Wright
Sebastien Giovanni Carmelo  Gabriel Laurentino  Aine Lucy Raiger  Julianna C. Wright
Dolcine  Kettie Leger  Katherine Andrea Ramirez**  Yuri Yeom*

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
**Bachelor of Fine Arts**

- Janelle E. Diaz
- Ashley Marie Hyde*

**Bachelor of Public Management**

- Ibukun Adeagbo
- Brandon Ellison
- Ryan J. Giebelhaus
- Dylan James Goldstein
- Matthew A. Ingram*
- Dorien Xavier Josey
- Alejandra Lazo
- Theodore Lyons*
- Ciaran P. McNelis
- Nicole Anne Louise
- Paul-Hus
- Shayn Navin Rambaran
- Ashley Briana St. Rose

**Bachelor of General Studies**

- Libertad Larrieu
- Jefferson Charles Lewis
- Lucas David Luft
- Joiya Patrice Maddox
- Eboni Rae McLendon**
- Jamie Pettway Jr.

**Bachelor of Music**

- Donovan Pennant

**Bachelor of Public Safety Administration**

- Joshua Ryan Bekiaris*
- Hans Lowensky Belot
- Jillienne Carmichael
- Cangelosi
- Kassidy Truth Evans*
- Deborah Eli’sha Hines*
- Joshua Lee Shackelford

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
College of

BUSINESS

GRADUATES

Dean Daniel M. Gropper

Doctor of Philosophy

Lawrence Steven Burke  Craig L. Haberstumpf  Jiangbo Huangfu  Jason Eric Kra

Master of Accounting


Master of Business Administration

M A S T E R  O F  B U S I N E S S  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  ( C O N T I N U E D )

Ryan M. Kelley  Tyler Mumford  Toni Nicole Russo  Grant Ashton Summers
Kaitlyn Anne Kirby  Yago Noguera Cecchini  Cassandre M. Saint Hilaire  Shubham Maheshkumar
Maddison J. Krstec  Leonidas Oxby  James Anthony Salerno  Suthar
Fatima Lacayo  Faith Elizabeth Padgett  Eric Scheur  Herman Richard Sutherland
Geydis Leonard  Isabella Petreafeza  Seth H. Schneider  Jonathan Swill
Samoya A. Lowe  Filippo Pezzoli  Bennett James Seiler  Hunter Richard Tomko
Cory Mack  Joseph Vincent Pucciarelli  Medgine Senor  Nicholas Tronti
Kira Alexandra Malpica  Sandhya Anil Rane  Kevin Christopher Seymour  Anthony Venuto
Ismael Maradiaga  Alejandro Rivera-Santander  Evan Sherry  Patrick Michael Wennin
Deja Martin  Christopher Rodriguez  Subash Siewdial  Davis R. West
Steven E. Martinez  Jenayra Rodriguez  Lauren Madeleine Singh  Zachary R. Williams
Loretta M. Massey  Julian Rodriguez  Gerald K. Smolenski Jr.  William Alec Wormsbecher
Malcom N. Masvikwa  Nicholas Andrew Rossi  Patrick St. Croix  Jamie Wyant
Tyler David Messersmith  Jose Luis Rubiralta Gomez  Jason P. Strunk  Margaret Wyngowski
Brian Michaelson  Bryan J. Runions  Erika E. Suazo  Toby-Ann Young
Ekaterina Migacheva  Stephanie Lucia Rush

M A S T E R  O F  H E A L T H  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N

Jaelyn Benyard  Marcson Frais  Dallis Rossi  Delaney Morgan Patterson
Rachel Leigh Bozich  Cheryl Holley  Monique Icodel Samuels  Vandenberg
Rosa Puente Butts  Guisepedn Jean-Louis  Samantha Jane Sireci  Baljeet Kaur Virk
Christina Marie Chacon  Marita Perez  Taylor Streicher  Gabrielle Vijantimala
Derricka Chung-Fobbs  Sheren G. Pierre  Jessie Underwood  Washington
Robin Dean

M A S T E R  O F  S C I E N C E

Karem J. Abraham Guerrero  Jessica Joseph  Christopher Ryan Abell  Ashlee Rebecca Yohn
Tammique Aneesia  Kaylea T.K. McDonald  Ivania Alvarado  Robert Kane
Bremnor  Vernon G. Samuels  Eilish Karina Araya  Deborah Ines Lindsay
Justyn J. Byrd  Glennon Francis Schafer  Diandra Latoya Campbell  Yulia Slastukhina
Georgina Anabella Diaz  Robert John Schlaff  Jennifer Hill
Gomez  Sydney Scilabro  Cara Delores Simpson
Iraniesha Lashada Fulmore  Jacques Sicilia-Rockefeller
Sofia Galeron  Cara Delores Simpson
Axel Patrick Hofmann  Erin Elaine Spiropoulos
Nicole Jakimowicz  Yohance Williams

M A S T E R  O F  T A X A T I O N

Christopher Ryan Abell  Jessica Joseph  Robert John Schlaff
Ivania Alvarado  Kaylea T.K. McDonald  Sydney Scilabro
Eilish Karina Araya  Vernon G. Samuels  Jacques Sicilia-Rockefeller
Diandra Latoya Campbell  Glennon Francis Schafer  Cara Delores Simpson
Jennifer Hill  Robert John Schlaff  Erin Elaine Spiropoulos
Ashlee Rebecca Yohn  Yohance Williams  Yulia Slastukhina

Delaney Morgan Patterson  Vandenberg  Baljeet Kaur Virk  Gabrielle Vijantimala

Washington
College of Social Work and Criminal Justice

Dean Naelys Luna

Master of Science

Drew Thomas Noel

Master of Social Work

Star N. Finklea-Callahan
Melanie Ann House
Amanda Christine Hynes
Anne Marie Elaine Isaksen
Gabriela Mari Jimenez Rios
Megan J. Murray
Magaly Padilla
Arianna R. Perez
Kenia Quiroz
Jamie Brooke Rubenstein
Eva R. Stanley
Adam Robert Weidemoyer

Bachelor of Arts

Amina Abdullah**
Frank J. Addamo
Iyeisha S. Adlam
Mark Allen
Clenord Aristil
Gaphney Badere
Cordacia Cadesha Brown
Juanita T. Brown*
Kendra Elizabeth Brown
Tori Vanessa Brown
Dylan Joseph Burns
Heyleng N. Castro
Tyler J. Cox
Kaitlyn Cunningham**
Natasha Dadan***
Rachelle Darnelle Dorsainvil

Jason Elysee
Karen Fakhran*
Holly Rose Frederick**
Nicole Jane Gitter
Juliette Goncalves
Kayla Nicole Gonzalez
Marisa Ann Goodman*
Hannaree Michele Grossi
Alexia Angel Hansen
Caliya Holmes
Dayna Marie Hooten
Brandon Elliot Huff
Brandon DeLewis Jamison
Sterline Jules
Michael Levi
Patricia Lorene Lovett
Andrew John Lynar
Paityn Rose Mandel*
Rodney Taverne McDuffie
Levan Mikaberidze*
Amaris Ruth-Ann Miller**
Julia R. Moore
Jessica Marie Muscat
Kasidy A. Neary
Firline Rose Petit-Frere*
Michael James Reardon
Gaby Mariangel Renaud**
Derline Similien
Amber Cierra Sioux
Taniya Markita Smith
Alex Taborda*
Tashana Tidor*
Natasha Ivette Torres**
Rendy Toussaint
Gisselle Trujillo**
Kevin Manuel Velez
Daelynne Zoe Veloz
James Francis Ward**
Zarrie’ Marie Washington
Nikea Ebony Wedderburn
Alexandria Ana White**
Stephen Matthew Williams*
Michelle May Williams
Smith
Hailey Victoria York**
Lauren Jennifer Zemo

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Bachelor of General Studies

Sierra Tameka Charles
Samantha Rae Ehrhart*  
Devin Rigler
Tennille V. Tomlinson

Bachelor of Social Work

Kiara Albarracin  
Amanda Lynn Beaulieu*  
Robert Michael Bernier***  
Avigail Mindy Bitterman  
Angeline Elizabeth Boyd*  
Mark Alexis Bustamante***  
Madison Ellen Carlock**  
Aracelis Antwannette  
Chavarria  
Delaney Novoa Cook*  
Brenda Lizette Cruz Benitez**  
Sharme Decius  
Loveline Delva  
Mariah Amanda Dixon**  
Cassandra Dorjulus  
Zoe Shira Enquist  
Taina Melissa Eveilllard

Sarah E. Fay***  
Victoria Ashley Ferguson  
Ethan Jacob Gencarella***  
Hayley Charlotte George*  
Jair Gonzales*  
Samantha Michele Gorson  
Beyoncé Judaya Green  
Leisa A Harriott***  
Marijah Monifah Martha Hart***  
Hailey Elizabeth Hollyer***  
Ketlyne Israel*  
Milanda Jacques  
Audriana Jean  
Chenae Denise Jones*  
Rebecca Joseph  
Dana Jade Kotkis**  
Raphaelle LaMontagne  
Katlyn Marie Lee**  
Staci-Ann Lewin***  
Nadisuska I. Lewis*  
Milca Salimi Louis  
Angella Gloria Lungrin*  
Cassidy Mae Lunitz  
Sarahina Mann*  
Santhia Maxinaud  
Luisana Maria Maya*  
Reneesha Rose Marie McNeil*  
Durae S. Mills  
Bianca Mondestin*  
Nicole Anne Morgenstern*  
Jonathan B. Oliver**  
Ashley Pierre*  
Marley Prager**  
Rebecca Flavie Raymond  
Vina S. Reiss  
Victoria Lolita Santacroce*  
Genesis Johanna  
Siliezar-Orellana**  
Mikaela Leigh Simon  
Leonique Stuart  
Anastasia Thornton*  
Grace Danielle Torres  
Wilna Ulysse  
Claudia May Young  
Heidi Zuckerman***  
Ivonne Mercedes Zuniga**

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
EVENING Program

PROCessional
FAU Brass Ensemble
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
Director of Bands

Presiding
Dr. Kimberly Dunn, University Marshal

Presentation of the Colors
Boca Raton Police Department Honor Guard

Music
“The Star Spangled Banner”
FAU Brass Ensemble
Dr. Mitchell Hutchings, Baritone
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
Director of Bands

Welcome and Remarks
Dr. Stacy A. Volnick, President

Faculty Marshals
Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine
Dr. Ajay Bommareddy, Graduate Marshal

Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing
Dr. Kyndall Mammah, Undergraduate Marshal
Dr. Maude Exantus, Undergraduate Marshal
Dr. Rebecca Koszalinski, Graduate Marshal

Charles E. Schmidt College of Science
Dr. Weibo Liu, Undergraduate Marshal
Dr. Markus Schmidmeier, Undergraduate Marshal
Dr. Andia Chaves Fonnegra, Graduate Marshal

Conferral of the Degrees
Dr. Stacy A. Volnick, President
Dr. Russell Ivy, Interim Provost
Dr. Robert W. Stackman Jr., Graduate College Dean

Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine
Dr. Marc Kantorow, Associate Dean

Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing
Dr. Safiya George, Dean

Charles E. Schmidt College of Science
Dr. Valery Forbes, Dean

Announcing the Candidates
Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine
Dr. Patrick Grant, Associate Chair and Professor

Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing
Dr. Mary Ann Leavitt, Assistant Professor

Charles E. Schmidt College of Science
Dr. Evonne Rezler, Senior Associate Dean

Alma Mater
FAU Brass Ensemble
Dr. Mitchell Hutchings, Baritone
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
Director of Bands

Recessional
FAU Brass Ensemble
Dr. Kyle Prescott, Conductor
Director of Bands
### Master of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Dragan</td>
<td>Natalie Rebecca Marrero</td>
<td>Alexis Kiara Raymond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Ekhator</td>
<td>Trinity Morisette</td>
<td>Mohamed-Tamar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Kaisar</td>
<td>Luisana Munoz</td>
<td>Bryan-André Toussaint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Libreros</td>
<td>Vishala Ramdin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Christine E. Lynn
College of Nursing

DEAN SAFIYA GEORGE

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Marlene Brown Brennen
Shirley Jean Conrad
Somi Panday

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Melanie Devi Deoroop
Susan Hale
Michele Janine Leith
Gabrielle Dorian Lorenzo
Jessica Vega

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Casie Rose
Andrea Dutyer-Daniel
Andrea Denyse Anglin*
Daphne Rose Andree
Antoine
Emma Arthur**
Michelle Barbara Averkiou**
Adriana Noemi Baez**
Elsie Baez
Marlen Ramona Batista
Aldana
Michele Bayardelle*
Paola Belandria**
Sabina Medar Belizaire**
Christina Belony
Shari Jill Benson
Sabina Emilia Berrena
Nicholas S. Bissoon**
Gina Vanessa Camargo***
Kelley S. Campbell**
Hildegar Margarita Causey*
Stephanie Cime
Reshena Lee Clark***
Elizabeth Hope Clavijo**
La Sonja Ashley Collins
Christina Elizabeth Cremeans*

Chryistine Cerrito
D’Ambrosio***
Laneisha S. Destin
Francyelly Das
Psyche Hayward Doe
Choumee Dor
Christina Dumas
Victoria Adelaide Faulk
Lindsey Nicole Felzer*
Kacy Lynn Flowers
Dominique Natasha Forbes
Catalina Gallo**
Morgan Ashley Gaston*
Morgan M. Gray***
Tanya Ayesha Groves**
Katiuscia Guelce*
Mayenvina Danielle Guerrier**
Kristie C. Harris
Cooper James Houska**
Joshua James Hurley
Ruthe Israel
Arlene Katei**
Marla Klein***
Franca A. Lafortune
Rebecca Martelly Lamothe
Olivia Elizabeth Langdon
Doneil H. Lawrence

Kanicka C. LeBlanc
Danilla Tavares Lipin*
Audrice Louis
Garry J. Louis**
India Malbranche*
Sydney Erin Mastics**
Maxiel Amareyis Mateo
Scania Mathieu*
Shaka Aglacia Mccormack*
Crystal Lynn McNamara*
Terry A. Means**
Rebecca Lyn Medeiros
Taffy Mesalien
Russell William Miller*
Latoya K. Mitchell**
Caitlin Helen Mooney**
Marissa Amanda Moyston***
Anthony Nunez
Folorunso Tolou Omole
Karishma Paresh Patel**
Gabriela Maria Peguero**
Genesis Yamileth Perez*
Sandrine Petit Frere
Menandre Pierre
Sonia Pierre
Carolina Isabel Pilla
Edna Pirrevil*

Cassandra Massillon
Poulard
Silfise Poubien
Girjanand Ramnarine
Nicole Rodriguez*
Shirley Rosas*
Daija Rufus
Stephen Nicholas Schindler
Camesha Alecia Scott*
Luka Seryshyn*
Skye E. Smith*
Gabrielle Alexis Souffrant*
Saradgy St Germain
Kathy St Julien*
Gessica St Louis*
Michelle Ann Stachura***
Germaine Suliman
Jermama Suliman
Kyle Thomas Sullivan
Yodeige Thervil
Veraly Thompson
Melanie Lee Totten**
Sergio L. Trinidad***
Milna Versaillot Jolizaire***
Nasser Vetiac
David Jonathan Wilson
Sarah Nicole Wilson*
Situ Zheng*

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
Charles E. Schmidt College of SCIENCE

DEAN VALERY FORBES

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

Angela Maria Bernardo
Rachel Aileen Brewton
David Brodyllo
Bishal Dhakal
Touhid Feghhi
Panagiota Galanakou
Andrés Esteban Garzón-Oechsle
Sarah Rebecca Goodnight
Maria Fernanda Jongewaard de Boer
Alexander B. Mody
Ashley Morgan
R H Harsha Manoj
Nawarathna
Alexandra M. Paz
Samaneh Rikhtegarhan
Ori Simon Yarden

**MASTER OF ARTS**

Yarinez Batista
Megan Caudle
Victoria Chassin
Brittany Nicole Crafton
Michael James Fortin
Alexandra Wood
Marchesani
Peter Claudius Osei
Chelsea Lynne Temples
Sommer Mckenzie Baker
Ashiranie S. Beauchamps-Brown
Nicholas Alexander Bernal
Kelley Louise Breeden
Hanna Bridgham
Carson Park Ciesinski
Shawn Dinh
Ethan Alexander Elkins
Madelyn Audrey Hair
Ji Heon Han
Ikramul Hasan
Seth Hinson
Natalia Jaworski
Elyse Margaret Jutte
Nikesh Katuwal
Kylie Kealoha
Austin Jack Lazar
Mikhail A. Lee
Amanda Ruth Matthews
Caitlyn Marie Meehan
Alexis Kayla Moyle
Dylan George Opitz
Katherine Petersen
Margaret Anne Rodrigue
Ariadna Rojas Corzo
Caroline Ashley Sandmeier
Gabrielle Weller Siegel
Christopher T. Spagnolia
Brian William Sturgess
Kimberly Tran
Nathaniel Hunter Winn
Zoey Chance Yi

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**

Selma M. Bayton
Aziza Abdelaziz
Austin Teva Bentley
Tristan Myles Irons
Nguyet-Dinh Le Truong

**Bachelor of Arts**

Marissa Laila Aburizeq
Jehann Jolie Adams-Bruner**
Sanatroy Ashlee Adamson*
Markens Alerted**
Maika Brittany Alexandre
Christie Victoria Ambroise*
Ava L. Amorosob**
Gina Camille Armenteros
Emily E. Arreaga
Daniel M. Asiamah
Lanesha M. Bailey
Haylie Bree Barna
Alexis Jo-Ann Barone
Lizbeth Barragan
Isabella Marcia Bavaro*
Jeanee Melony Beauplan
Melissa Annie Bellune
Claudine Berthold
Azariah Aliyah Bien-Aime
Emmalyn Hope Bizub
Mario Jorge Blanco
Velazquez*
Madison Bobes**
Bryona Bonomo
Hailey April Boston
Jada Bowers***
Bhudsera Maya Breines***
Alexis Ann Bressman
Emma Grace Bright***
Skye Victoria Ann Brown
Jamillah M. Buie*
Medea Bustani
Beyonca Makayla Cadet
Tathyana Cadet
Gina Calixto
Olivia Campbell
Angelina Marie Capuozzo***
Jonah Alexander Cardenas
Madison Ellen Carlock**
Julia M. Castillo
Brendha Cavalcanti Lira
Amaral F. Silva
Tamika Monica Charmant
Alexander T. Cheer

**Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude**
BACHELOR OF ARTS (CONTINUED)

Taina Svetaieva Clerveau
Brenda Reis Coelho
Maya J. Coleman
Jessica Cottone* Kaylee Crawford** Makenzie Crossin** Christopher G. O. Da Silva Milan Sophia Daniel

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Moriah Nichole Ayala-Uriondo Ashley Rae-Dawn Beckford Kaitlyn Joelle Bly Nicole Patricia Brennan Alexis Siobhan Carroll David Chung Bowen James Colon Octavio Agusto Correa Cynthia D. Dill Valentina Esperence Maxwell John Griffing Trudy Kafina Hamilton Camilla Moya Joshua Nemec Mariah Lee Ojeda Tujj Jason Oronima Okwany Katie Marie Palumbo Allison Nicole Ragle Tatiana Rechter Rashael Quanise Simmonds Olivia Marie Sinacola Takeriah Tamisha Singleton Darshan C. Stone Crystal Marie Ventura Samantha Emily Waldman

***Summa Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude *Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science

Lian Abramovich
Johane Keylah Aceus*
Aya Alkadri*
Maria Elizabeth Anastasiadis
Sarah Christelle Anselme
Ninaasha Antoine
Sarah Arcila
Eduardo Arredondo
Zachary August
Abigail Augustin**
Christian Orlando Ayala Rojas
Sarie Grace Belonce
Anabel Benitez
Daniel Simon Bloch**
Noah Evan Boss***
Bhudsera Maya Breines***
Bonnie Kristina Burns*
Nicole Idalia Carita
Victoria Alejandra
Carmona-Bague*
Maria Victoria Cedeño
Leah Marie Centonze
Katelyn F. Chapman*
Aleyna Lauren Chung***
Sandre C. Codner*
Michael Bernard Cohen
Stephanie Collado*
Reagan Conley
Kevin Randolph Coombs
Nathaly Gissell Cruz
An Thy Hoang Dau
Edward De La Uz
Haryan Megan Deshommes*
Mensley Desrosiers
Jade Olive Marie Dewar
Kyler C. Dixon
Gracie Tess Dougherty
Yanelis Marie Duran**
Joseph A. Durante
Tania R. Eifert*
Kaylee Erickson
Jordan Jesus Estrada Castillo
Genesis M. Farmer
Reginald Sam Fatal
Adrianna Marie Fini
Elizabeth Michael Francis
Nasser Emon Ghousheigui***
Melissa Gomez*
Tia’Lia Na’Cole Gresham
Amber Janel Guzman
Autumn Skye Hallyburton***
Hamza Hanafi***
Laraine Josephine Harring
Amanda Hazin
Lacey Olivia Heim
Alexandra Elizabeth Hopkins
Adam F. Ilayert***
Matthew Adam Jachim**
Ivan Julius Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones***
Ashley Joseph
Adam Kaboudan
Ala Aldeen Jamal Kaid
Cal’vonshay Embassy Key
Arthi A. Khan
Matthew Gary Kligler
Marcos Javier Klingler
Milery O. Lara
Lindy Jane Leblanc**
Lawrence G. Lehman
Lynzie Mitzu Elaine Lejean
Elizabeth Rose Lieberman
Edson Lindor*
Den’A Shantell Lovely-Stokes
Leila Nadia Luciano
Katherine Marshall
Louise Martins Hoppe*
Dustin Chandler Mohr*
Gary Moore III
Muhammad Abdul Muqeeet***
Arman Rafique Naim*
Asiah Marie Noel**
Julian Obando*
Wesley Rhys Odell
Joyce Eghosa Omoruyi
Maria Oghogho Omoruyi
Maria Jose Padin
Yudelka Pagan Zapata
Madison M. Patane*
Victor Miguel Penate
Denise Perez
Helena M. Perez**
Jessica Ann Phaneuf*
Rised Penn Derhode
Philogene
Immaculey C. Pierre**
Edwedge Pierre Louis
Barry James Pokorney III***
Jeaneth Ramos-Segura
Rina Chana Reich**
Paola Andrea Rivera
Kennedy E. Roberts
Victoria Alexandra
Robertson**
Jackson David Rodgers***
Thais Rodriguez
Eunice Roseme*
Connor Douglas Russell
Aubree Paige Safai-Zukowski*
Christopher Joseph Sancilio
Janarria Brenyell Sanford
Christian Santiago
Atika Shakil
Tinuqisha Tekeisha Shaw
Zoe Emily Shrager
Taylor Mackenzie Smith
Claudia Sotolongo
Rachel Theresa Southards
Nina Marie Steffanato
Bailey Stormer
Alysa Suissa
Shaina Sukhu
Alexia Ninette Tejada
Quincy Ivan Thervil*
Jacob Tokayer**
Nicole Mercedes Torres-Santos
Victoria Trujillo
Kade Anastasios Tsitos
Dore Ungar
Jake Austin Valentine
Camille Feliza Videla
Bernado Mayrink Vieira
Angela Natalia Villanueva
Valeria Von Pfistner
Manar Ekram Fouad Wassel
Victoria Paige Weiner
Kelsey Diane Williams
DeAnna Marie Wilson
Carlos Felix Wong Jr.*
Natasha K. Worrell**
Evelyn Nicole Yancey**
Evelyn Nicole Yancey**
Tanya Kahir Yousi***

Bachelor of Urban and Regional Planning

Rohan Floyd Bernard*
Keyanna Diaz**
Jack Thompson Goodman
Dominic Pardue
Alexandra Rose Scroggin
Jervin C. Thompson
Catherine Wagner

Undergraduate Studies

Interim Dean Daniel Meerooff

Bachelor of General Studies

Rohit Phani

***Summa Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  *Cum Laude
The History of the Mace
The mace, generally made of wood and clad in metal, was used as a weapon during the Middle Ages. Later, as more powerful military arms were developed, the mace became a symbol of authority.

During the 12th century, guards of the English and French kings were the first to bear ceremonial maces. The tradition grew, and by the end of the 16th century the mace was used by officials in cities and towns throughout England. Today, the ceremonial mace is carried in the British Houses of Parliament, before ecclesiastical dignitaries and in university convocations.

The Florida Atlantic University mace carried in today’s commencement procession by the University Marshal was designed and handcrafted by FAU Art Professor William Lattimer. It is made of mahogany and silver. The carved staff encircled with silver rings is topped by a silver owl with outspread wings. The design signifies the dignity, determination and wisdom of FAU’s mascot, the burrowing owl.

Baccalaureate Degrees of Distinction
Florida Atlantic University recognizes superior academic performance by granting baccalaureate degrees of distinction on the recommendation of faculty to students who have earned at least 45 credits at FAU with grade point averages (GPA) as follows:

- **Cum Laude** for a GPA at FAU of at least 3.50, indicated herein by *
- **Magna Cum Laude** for a GPA at FAU of at least 3.70, indicated herein by **
- **Summa Cum Laude** for a GPA at FAU of at least 3.90, indicated herein by ***

The awarding of degrees and honors to the candidates named in this program is contingent upon the satisfactory completion of appropriate requirements by each candidate. The listing of students’ names in this program in no way implies or ensures their graduation or the awarding of honors.

A Note on Photography
In order to maintain an orderly and dignified ceremony, one that our graduates can remember with pride and enjoyment, guests are requested to remain seated during the entire ceremony and recessional and to refrain from taking pictures of the candidates until after the exercises are completed.

The University has contracted with GradImages™ to take full-color, close-up photographs of all graduates during the ceremony. Graduates will be contacted after the ceremony about purchasing the photographs. GradImages™, 3490 Martin Hurst Road, Tallahassee, Florida 32312, 800-261-2576, www.gradimages.com.

Your cooperation will ensure that the commencement exercises will run smoothly and that the ceremony itself will be a fitting occasion to mark this significant milestone in the lives of our graduates.
Lending color to the pageantry of the commencement ceremony are the academic robes and hoods worn by the faculty and delegates. This regalia dates to medieval times, when it served a functional as well as an ornamental role, separating learned men from other groups and offering warmth and protection.

In late 19th-century America, a conference was held by representatives of colleges and universities to bring more order to the custom of academic dress. Since that time, periodic conferences have taken place to revise or reconfirm existing practices.

Here at FAU, holders of the bachelor’s degree wear navy blue robes embroidered with the FAU mark. The color of the tassel indicates the student’s college (see listing below). Holders of the master’s degree wear black robes embroidered with the FAU mark and hoods lined with the colors of the University, blue and red, and trimmed with the color of the student’s college (see listing below).

Holders of the doctoral degree wear custom-designed FAU regalia. The black robes have panels and sleeve chevrons in blue velvet outlined in red piping. The doctoral hoods are lined with the colors of the University, blue and red, and trimmed with the color of the doctoral degree. Holders of degrees from foreign universities or religious orders wear the entire academic costumes as decreed by the conferring institutions.

President Stacy A. Volnick wears presidential regalia. The four chevrons on the sleeve of her robe are used only by university presidents. Members of the FAU Board of Trustees wear regalia with the University’s seal and colors, blue and red.

Colors found on the students’ hoods and tassels represent FAU’s colleges:
Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters ..................................................... White
College of Business ............................................................................................ Drab
College of Education ....................................................................................... Light Blue
College of Engineering and Computer Science .............................................. Orange
Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College .................................................................... White
Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine .......................................................... Kelly Green
Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing ............................................................... Apricot
Charles E. Schmidt College of Science ............................................................ Gold
College of Social Work and Criminal Justice ............................................... Midnight Blue

Colors that may be found on the hoods worn in the academic procession represent the following disciplines:
Accounting, Business Administration ......................................................... Drab
Architecture, Urban Planning ................................................................. Blue Violet
Art, Letters, English, History, Sociology ................................................. White
Biomedical Science ..................................................................................... Gold
Communication, Journalism ................................................................. Crimson
Computer Science, Engineering ............................................................ Orange
Criminal Justice ......................................................................................... Midnight Blue
Dramatic Arts, Fine Arts .............................................................. Brown
Economics ................................................................................................. Copper
Education ............................................................................................... Light Blue
Library Science ....................................................................................... Lemon Yellow
Mathematics, Physics, Science .......................................................... Science Gold
Medicine ............................................................................................... Kelly Green
Music ................................................................................................. Pink
Nursing ................................................................................................. Apricot
Philosophy, Political Science ............................................................... Dark Blue
Physical Education ............................................................................... Sage Green
Psychology .............................................................................................. Gold
Public Administration ........................................................................ Peacock Blue
Social Work .......................................................................................... Citron
Florida Atlantic University, created in 1961 by act of the Florida Legislature, went into operation in 1964 as one of the first universities in the nation serving upper-division and graduate students exclusively. The University was dedicated on October 25, 1964, by President Lyndon B. Johnson, becoming one of the few American institutions of higher learning to be so honored by a sitting President of the United States. Twenty years later, in 1984, FAU became a four-year university when the first freshman class was admitted.

Today, the University is serving more than 30,000 undergraduate and graduate students on sites throughout its six-county service region in southeast Florida, where its annual economic impact is $6.3 billion. More than 192,000 individuals are now FAU alumni.

The University is organized into 10 colleges: the Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters, the College of Business, the College of Education, the College of Engineering and Computer Science, the Graduate College, the Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College, the Charles E. Schmidt College of Medicine, the Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing, the Charles E. Schmidt College of Science and the College of Social Work and Criminal Justice.

FAU has fully funded Eminent Scholar Chairs in academic areas that include engineering, business, community education, the arts, social science, nursing, marine biology, philosophy, Holocaust studies, Judaic studies, brain science and growth management.

Playing an important part in furthering the mission of the University are a number of centers and institutes dedicated to specific academic or research pursuits. For example, FAU is the home of the Southeast National Marine Renewable Energy Center, a federally funded research facility that is developing technology to generate energy by harnessing the power of Florida’s offshore ocean currents. FAU’s Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute, in collaboration with the Charles E. Schmidt College of Science and the College of Engineering and Computer Science, is at the forefront of the discovery of medicines from deep-sea marine organisms, as well as ocean exploration, conservation and education initiatives. FAU’s S.E. Wimberly Library is the home of one of the nation’s finest, most comprehensive collections of historical documents relating to the birth of American democracy—the Marvin and Sybil Weiner Spirit of America Collection.

To enhance interdisciplinary and collaborative research, FAU established four university-wide research institutes focused on the University’s strengths. These are dedicated to improving and addressing diseases of the brain, enhancing human health and quality of life, protecting the environment locally and globally, and using sensors to monitor the world around us. FAU also entered into joint research and education agreements with two of the premier scientific research organizations in the world: the Scripps Research Institute and the Max Planck Society.

One of Florida’s 12 public universities, FAU is committed to serving the educational needs of persons of retirement age through non-credit courses offered by the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, which is believed to be the largest and most successful organization of its kind in the United States.
Share the celebration
#FAUgrad